**What is a PRVT?**
A PRVT is an advanced and proven election monitoring methodology that allows nonpartisan citizen observers to systematically assess the quality of opening, voting, closing, counting, and tabulation processes at a national scale. When appropriate, PRVTs enable nonpartisan citizen observer groups to quickly predict where the credible results of the election should fall. Unlike exit polls, PRVTs do not ask citizens how they voted; rather, they rely on trained observers collecting data at polling stations.

**Why Do a PRVT?**
PRVTs, properly done by citizen groups, reduce uncertainty from the election environment by providing careful analysis of observer findings. They most frequently confirm official results and increase public confidence in well run elections. Where PRVTs expose fraud, or identify problems in the process, they provide an objective basis for understanding the negative effects and for seeking peaceful resolution of complaints. PRVTs, thus, reduce potentials for political conflict.

---

### Here’s How They Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCESS AND RESULTS VERIFICATION FOR TRANSPARENCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is a PRVT?</strong> A PRVT is an advanced and proven election monitoring methodology that allows nonpartisan citizen observers to systematically assess the quality of opening, voting, closing, counting, and tabulation processes at a national scale. When appropriate, PRVTs enable nonpartisan citizen observer groups to quickly predict where the credible results of the election should fall. Unlike exit polls, PRVTs do not ask citizens how they voted; rather, they rely on trained observers collecting data at polling stations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### PROCESS

- **Elections are administered at polling stations**
  A polling station is where voting and counting takes place, and it is where results are recorded.

- **Observers deploy to a sample of polling stations**
  By using a statistical sample of polling stations citizen organizations can make rapid, precise assessments by deploying trained observers to select stations.

- **They report on the integrity of processes throughout the day**
  Observers examine crucial aspects of voting and counting at assigned locations, reporting on strengths and irregularities that affect the quality of the election.

- **Observers report results as announced at the station**
  Observers note the number of ballots cast and the votes recorded by officials for each contestant.

- **Reports are rapidly sent to a PRVT data center for analysis**
  Reports are generally sent by coded SMS and in some cases using applications on smartphones.

- **Findings are based on the data and low margins of error**
  Observation statements present careful analysis of data, assure accurate characterizations of elections, and confident verification of official election results.

---

**NDI** Since 1988, NDI has assisted citizen groups to perform over 180 PRVTs in more than 50 countries. Based on 25 years of technical assistance to groups executing PRVTs, NDI successfully employs peer-to-peer approaches, builds cross-border support networks, and promotes PRVT expertise. To learn more, please visit www.ndi.org/pvt.
The methodologies are the same: just the name has changed. Previously, the election observation community referred to this systematic observation methodology as Parallel Vote Tabulation (PVT). That acronym is no longer reflective of the comprehensive election day monitoring conducted by citizen observers today. It’s more accurate and less confusing to refer to these systematic monitoring efforts as Process and Results Verification for Transparency (PRVT).

**Example: Peru**

In 2000, Transparencia fielded 1,200 PRVT observers for the Peruvian Presidential Election. This graphic is based on their deployment of observers and their findings.

Although the eastern regions of Peru are sparsely populated, Transparencia still deployed observers to remote polling stations in its sample. By ensuring a nationally representative sample, Transparencia could accurately analyze the process throughout the entire country.

**Types of PRVT Data**

**Process**
PRVTs examine the integrity of the voting and counting processes. Without an understanding of this data, the adding of results could be based on fraud, such as stuffed ballot boxes or dishonest recording of votes.

- **Missing Materials**
  Data could indicate, for example, that 34% of polling stations did not receive their voter lists.

- **Party Agents**
  Data could indicate that at 92% of polling stations, agents from all parties signed official results.

**Results**
PRVTs can project, with precision, voting results and voter turnout, as well as identify the absence or magnitude of problems with voting and counting. This can reinforce confidence and identify needed improvements.

- **Vote Results**
  PRVT data could, for example, project that Party A received 55% of the vote while Party B received 42%.

- **Turnout**
  Data could, for example, project voter turnout at 66.2%.

**BEYOND PRVTs**
Systematic election observation, including through PRVTs, increases citizen participation, enhances political and governmental accountability and provides a basis for advocacy. In addition, the skills that networks and organizations develop for PRVTs can be employed outside of elections.